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SCA-UK: Aims and Objectives  

The Shan Cultural Association in the United Kingdom (SCA-UK) is a UK based, not-for-
profit, cultural organization. We aim to maintain and promote Shan (Tai) arts and culture 
through cultural events and to share our culture with Shan and non-Shan who are 
interested in Shan arts and cultures. 
 
We organize our own Shan cultural events like Shan National Day and Shan New Year 
Celebrations. We also participate in cultural events organized by other cultural 
associations in the UK. 
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New Year Message from the Chair & Spiritual Leader of the SCA-UK 

 
Dear Dr. Sai Jotika and all participants at the Pi Mai Tai New Year celebrations in 2023, 
 
It gives me an immense pleasure and strength to greet you all on this Pi Mai Tai 

occasion from Shan State, Myanmar.  Immense pleasure, because you still show 

unwavering dedication to the Pi Mai Tai culture and indeed all other cultural events. 

They are important for coexistence in society. Strength, because back home in Shan 

State and in the whole Union of Myanmar, people are going through a very challenging 

time. The current situation is that before anything is achieved and taken forward, many 

things will be disturbed and destroyed. So, at this agonizing time, we do hope people 

with some opportunity to remember those in despair. And this is exactly what you are 

doing today gathering at this prestigious SOAS London University remembering our 

people. I cannot express enough my thanks to you all for not forgetting our people and 

their culture at such a hard time. Thank you. 

  
May Pi Mai Tai New Year bring us all a better day, a better month and year. 
 
 

Venerable Prof. Dr. Dhammasami 
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  Shan New Year 2118 / 2023 
Academic and Cultural Presentations  

Saturday 9 December 2023, SOAS University of London  
 
  

Academic Presentations: Abstracts  
(Arranged in order according to the Programme of the Event)  

 
  
Composers of Culture: The Shan Zare Tradition  
Olivia Porter (King’s College London & University of Roehampton)   

This paper explores the role of the zare, the Shan lay ritual practitioners and textual 
specialists who compose traditional Shan lik long literature. I shall focus specifically 
on the zares of the Tai Zawti tradition, an elusive Tai/Shan Theravada Buddhist 
tradition found along the Myanmar-China border, who have a reputation for their 
mastery of traditional Shan literature and their training of expert zares. In this paper I 
explore how the role and craft of the zare plays a particularly key role in the 
transmission and maintenance of Tai Zawti culture and identity across national 
borders. 

 

Olivia Porter is currently a visiting lecturer at the University of Roehampton, giving 
lectures on Indian religions and approaches to the study of religion. In 2023 she 
completed her PhD at King’s College London, titled: “Hidden in Plain Sight: The Tai 
Zawti Buddhists of the Myanmar-China Border”. Prior to focusing on Shan Buddhism, 
her training was in Sanskrit and Pali (Oxford, 2016) and Social Anthropology (LSE, 
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2017). Her current research interests include Shan Buddhism, vernacular texts, and 
lay ritual practitioners.  
Traditional Tai Ahom Methods of Preparing Writing Materials: With Special 
Reference to Sanchi Pat and Mohi   
Manash Protim Chetia a.k.a Chao Sukham Chaosing (Independent Researcher)  

The Tai Ahom people, who at present live in the north-eastern part of India, has a big 
treasure of many ancient manuscripts written in the bark of Saa-Chi tree (Tun-Nam-
Saa & Tun-Hom-Saa) written in their unique Tai Ahom script, which shows their rich 
cultural, linguistic and literary heritage. The traditional writing sheets prepared from 
the bark of Saa-Chi tree by the Tai Ahom people are of very high quality and with the 
longevity of 400 – 1000 years. It is, indeed, really a unique Tai art. Recent research 
says that the Tai Ahom peoples’ art and craft of preparing Saa-Chi-Paat (image below) 
and Mo-Hi are unique traditional skill developed by them.   

 

 

 

In this paper, the researcher endeavors to highlight, explore and analyze the Tai Ahom 
peoples’ traditional skill and knowledge of preparing writing sheet from the bark of 
Saa-Chi tree and the Traditional dye Mo-Hi. See a full article of this paper presentation 
of on page 21 of this Newsletter.  

Manash Protim Chetia who is known as Chao Sukham Chaosing is independent 
researcher who is currently working on reviving and uplifting the moribund Tai Ahom 
Language. He is an accomplished professional with 15 years of experience and 
proven knowledge of classroom management, course design, and curriculum 
development. An enthusiastic educator who guides students to outstanding 
achievements in learning Tai language, understanding Tai cultures and diversity. He 
has also been invited to many Asian Countries to present his paper on the Tai Ahom 
ethnic such as China, Myanmar and Thailand. He offered his service as a Chief 
Secretary in Society for Tai Ahom Resurgence and Foreign Secretary in Indian Tai 
Forum.”   
 
 
  
The Shan Chevening Fellowship at the British Library   
Sai Line a.k.a Myo Thant Linn (British Library) & Maria Kekki (British Library)  

The British Library's Southeast Asia Collections have recently gained a year long 
Chevening Fellowship, which will focus on cataloguing Shan language material. The 
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chosen Chevening Fellow, Myo Thant Linn/Sai Line, will read manuscripts in various 
Shan scripts and dialects, and catalogue the data in original script as well as with the 
Library of Congress Shan romanisation system.  

 

Sai Line a.k.a Myo Thant Linn, a professional zare or manuscript reciter and 
composer, is currently a Chevening Fellowship researcher at the British Library. At the 
Shan New Year event, he will briefly discuss his background and the zare tradition in 
Shan State. He will also give a short recitation as part of the presentation. For the 
presentation, he will be joined by Maria Kekki, Curator for Burmese Collections, who 
also works closely with Sai Line for the Shan manuscripts.  
 
 
  
Shan manuscript textiles in the British Library collection  
Jana Igunma (British Library) & Maria Kekki (British Library)  
  
The British Library holds approximately 100 Shan and Khuen manuscripts in three 
formats: pap kin (scrolled bound paper books), pap tup (paper folding books) and palm 
leaves. While most of the extant manuscripts are not older than 200 years, the texts 
contained in these manuscripts are often copies from older manuscripts which are kept 
elsewhere or, by now, have been lost.   

Shan pap kin were usually equipped with textiles, attached to the stab-stitch binding 
as a form of protective manuscript cover. Often these textiles were custom-made to fit 
the size of the manuscripts, for example from valuable silk brocades, hand-dyed or 
painted cotton fabrics as well as imported materials like silk damask, velvet, or factory-
made printed fabrics. Occasionally, felt ribbons or cotton ropes were used to secure 
the scrolled manuscripts.   

An Illustrated Shan Manuscript 
from the British Library Collection 
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During a year-long Chevening project, a researcher from Chiang Mai University in 
Thailand together with curators and conservators at the British Library examined and 
described manuscript textiles in the Southeast Asian collections in order to add the 
relevant information to catalogue records. This talk will give an overview of the different 
types and materials of Shan manuscript textiles that were assessed in this project, 
with a focus on their physical condition and conservation treatments.  

Jana Igunma is Henry Ginsburg Curator for Thai, Lao and Cambodian Collections at 
the British Library in London, where she has been involved in research, digitisation, 
and exhibitions of Southeast Asian materials since 2004. Jana's main research 
interests are literatures and arts of Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. She authored 
numerous articles and book chapters on manuscripts, textiles, decorative art and book 
history in mainland Southeast Asia. Her print publications include "The history of the 
book in Southeast Asia: the Mainland" (in: The Book, a global history. New York/ 
Oxford, 2013), "Buddhism illuminated: Manuscript art from Southeast Asia" (with San 
San May, London, 2018), and "The Buddha's Last Birth Tale" (in: The Book by Design. 
London/Chicago, 2023). Jana is a committee member of the Southeast Asia Library 
Group and a member of the Association of Southeast Asian Studies (UK) as well as 
the European Association for Southeast Asian Studies. For the presentation, she will 
be joined by Maria Kekki, Curator for Burmese Collections at the British Library, 
whose role also covers for the Shan manuscripts at the library.  
  
 
 
Making Merit, Making Museums: Walking around the inner museum at Yadana 
Man Aung Pagoda, Nyaungshwe Town   
Heidi Tan (SOAS University of London)  

Heidi Tan will introduce Buddhist temple museums and discuss why they remain 
important for Shan communities. She will explore the ‘Inner Museum’ at Yadana Man 
Aung Pagoda to show how it functions in multiple ways – to speak about Shan history, 
provide space for socialising and enable rituals such as making merit or ku’sou ၵသုူဝ်ႇ. 
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She will also share how photo documentation of this temple museum is being archived 
by the SOAS Digital Collections Online for open access by all in the future.    

 

Heidi Tan is Lecturer in Curating and Museology, at SOAS University of London. A 
senior curator at the Asian Civilisations Museum in Singapore for many years, she 
curated special exhibitions on art and material culture of Southeast Asia, including 
Thailand and Myanmar. She conducted fieldwork in Myanmar including Shan State 
and was awarded her PhD in 2020 for the thesis: Meritorious Curating and the 
Renewal of Pagoda Museums in Myanmar.  
  
 
The Shan in the History of the Irrawaddy Valley: Towards a Federal “National” 
History  
Michael W. Charney (SOAS University of London)  

Decolonizing the academy promises to do much good in rectifying the imbalance in 
favour of the West in the creation of the main academic disciplines and the delivery of 
knowledge about the non-West. Control over knowledge as Said laid out vividly 
regarding the Near and Middle East is power that simultaneously limits the object just 
as it empowers the subject. The problem to be resolved is not uniform, however, 
throughout the non-West, colonization by the West is a common layer that can be 
identified across the board, but prior to this are layers of other states and other projects 
whose handiwork was not erased by the colonial state but, in influencing the colonial 
state, knowledge was inherited from them and filtered into the Western knowledge-
building project. Historians usually deal with the lowland Burmese state as a Burman 
history and those who touch on ethnic minorities write their histories as ethnic and 
local, a perspective complemented by anthropological work that by its nature is often 
focused on local, community-specific studies. But what would a history of Burma that, 
to draw on Dipesh Chakrabarty, provincialises the Burmans and pays equal attention 
to other co-existing “ethnic” centres of historical, cultural, and religious development 
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within Myanmar in a “federal” way look like? This presentation examines this question 
by looking at the Shan in the History of the Irrawaddy Valley. 

Michael W. Charney (PhD, University of Michigan, 1999) is Professor of History and 
International Studies at SOAS University of London.  He spent his career at the Centre 
for Advanced Studies, National University of Singapore, the Institute for Advanced 
Studies on Asia, University of Tokyo, and, since 2001, at SOAS University of London. 
He has recently joined the Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy after 
eighteen years in the Department of History (now History, Religions & Philosophies) 
at SOAS, with which he continues to hold a joint appointment. His main research 
interests are on the history of military logistics, armies and warfare in modern and 
contemporary Asia, the historical culture of war in Southeast Asia, Sri Lanka, and West 
Africa, and the emergence of religious and national cultures in Myanmar (Burma) and 
the greater Bay of Bengal. Prof. Charney is also the current Director of the SOAS 
Centre of South East Asian Studies, leading programmes on research, teaching and 
related event activities at SOAS and other partner organizations.   
 
  
The Archaeology of the Shan Plateau  
Elizabeth Moore (SOAS) and Khin Kyi Phyu Thant (SOAS)  

The archaeology of the Shan Plateau includes many peoples and reaches outwards 
in all directions. We briefly highlight selected aspects of the prehistory, historical 
archaeology of the Bagan period plus late Bagan events impacting the border with 
Yunnan in patterns seen in recent times. The main areas of excavation and 
exploration are around Inlay Lake but there are also earthworks and artefacts on the 
east near Keng Tung paralleled by finds in Lanna. Much remains to be done, 
particularly in understanding the transition from hunter-gatherer to settled habitation 
and the development of Buddhism. 

 

Elizabeth Moore is Emeritus Professor, SOAS, and the SOAS-Alphawood Liaison. 
She has undertaken research in Myanmar (Burma), Cambodia, and Thailand. Prior to 
completing her PhD at the Institute of Archaeology (UCL) she worked in Nairobi, 
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Jakarta and Singapore. Since joining SOAS in 1992, she has developed a broad-
based undergraduate and graduate syllabus for Southeast Asian art and archaeology, 
including ancient and contemporary aspects of mainland and island areas. For the 
presentation, she will be joined by Khin Kyi Phyu Thant, an Alphawood Alumni 
having completed the Postgraduate Diploma in Asian Art last session.  

 
 
A Brief History of Laikha  
Sao Khun-Hti Laikha (Independent Scholar)  

This paper is an attempt to document the recent history of the ruling dynasty of Laikha, 
a small state within Southern Shan State. When and how the state came into existence 
is a subject of further research. Thus, this paper focuses on the recent history, 
particularly the involvement of the last two rulers, namely Sao Khun Lai and Sao 
Noom, in the politics and military campaigns of their time in Shan State, starting with 
the Linbin uprising in the 1880s. Their involvement in shaping the future of Shan State 
reached its climax during the rule of Sao Noom, who ruled the state from 1931 until 
1958. His main contribution was to host the Panglong Conferences that has dictated 
the fate of Shan State and to lead the Shan Armed Forces during the occupation of 
Shan State by the Karen National Union militants in the late 1940s. He almost had one 
more chance to participate in shaping the future of Shan State in March 1962 but his 
role in the politics of Shan State ended abruptly on March 2, 1962. See a full article of 
this paper presentation on page 35 of this Newsletter. 

 

Sao Khun-Hti Laikha is a native of Shan State. Although he is an electrical engineer 
by trade, he is also a student of Tai/Shan language culture and history. He received 
his BASc, MASc and PhD degrees in electrical engineering from the University of 
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British Columbia and University of Toronto in 2000, 2002 and 2007 respectively. He 
currently works as a principal research and development engineer at a multi-national 
company in Sweden.  
  
 
 
A Manuscript of Tai Herbalism   
Susan Conway (Shan State Buddhist University & Sussex University)  
   
From 2018-2019 Dr Susan Conway taught MA students at Shan State Buddhist 
University and led a project training local technicians to photograph and catalogue 
Shan manuscripts. The abbot Phra Vicitta and Zaray Saw (Sai Seng) assisted in the 
translation of one manuscript written in a defunct Shan script, a pharmacopeia 
containing remedies for treating illness of mind and body. Ingredients include plants 
and animal extracts collected from Shan forests and cultivated in home gardens two 
hundred years ago. Today deforestation means trees, plants and animals are gone. 
The presentation will feature this manuscript as a record of Shan environment and 
medical practices in the past.  

 

Susan Conway taught Shan Studies at SOAS. Her books “The Shan: Culture Arts 
and Crafts (2006) and “Tai Magic” (2014) are studies of Shan culture. Her new book, 
“Tai Herbalism” will be published at the end of 2023. She is currently Visiting Professor 
at Shan State Buddhist University and a Research Associate at the Institute of 
Development Studies, Sussex University.  
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Surveying Manuscripts Collections for Future Digitization across the Greater 
Shan country  
Francois Tainturier (Inya Institute, Yangon, Myanmar)  

This paper presents the preliminary findings of a survey on manuscript collections 
conducted in three locations of the Greater Shan country: south and eastern areas of 
Taung-gyi, north-western area of Kengtung, and area of Mae Hong Son. This is part 
of a larger research project on manuscript collections started in 2018 in Northern Shan 
State at the Punlong Monastery, located near Kyaukme. With little pre-existing 
knowledge on these collections, the objective of this survey is to assess the historical 
and cultural significance of these manuscript collections held at monasteries, identify 
those which warrants digitization, and preserve them in a digital format while ensuring 
the original manuscripts are properly maintained by their custodians. More broadly, it 
is also an attempt to understand the local ecosystem sustained around these 
manuscripts by the monks and care and the transnational moves across the Thailand-
Burma border they have enabled.  

Francois Tainturier, a PhD graduate from SOAS, University of London, is the Director 
of the Inya Institute, a Yangon-based higher education institute dedicated to advancing 
the social sciences, arts, and humanities as they are related to Myanmar. The Inya 
Institute supports research on Burma/Myanmar by international scholars and offers 
research support, space and training to Myanmar scholars. His field experience 
research includes extensive surveys of Shan areas near Kyaukme, Taung-gyi, and 
Kengtung for documenting Shan Buddhist heritage.  
 
  
A Shan Manuscript from SOAS Special Collections: Tracing the Origin of the 
Manuscript and the Story of Nang Yi Seng Kaw  
Jotika Khur-Yearn (SOAS University of London)  

SOAS Library is one of only four libraries in the UK that house significant collections 
of Shan manuscripts. The collection of Shan manuscripts in the SOAS Library date 
back to the early days of the foundation of SOAS during the early 20th century. This 
paper looks at the significance of one Shan manuscript in particular, Nang Yi Seng 
Kaw, which is now housed in the SOAS Special Collections. As highlighted in this 
paper, I have attempted to trace the origin of the manuscript, linking it with the story of 
Nang Yi Seng Kaw and Mong Pan, a former Shan principality, now a township in 
southern Shan State, in the Union of Myanmar/ Burma. 

 

Jotika Khur-Yearn is the Subject Librarian for Southeast Asia, History, Religions and 
Philosophies at SOAS University of London. Whilst mainly working as a librarian, he 
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also continues his research works in the fields of Pali and Buddhist studies, with a 
focus on classical Shan Buddhist literature which is largely preserved in the traditional 
Shan manuscripts and related traditions of practices. Both his PhD thesis (SOAS, 
2012) and MSc dissertation (City, 2015) heavily touched on Shan manuscript cultures. 
He is also a Teaching Fellow of the Shan State Buddhist University, Taunggyi, Shan 
State, the Union of Myanmar. 
 
  
Burma to Myanmar  
Alexandra Green (British Museum)  
The exhibition Burma to Myanmar at the British Museum is the first exhibition 
dedicated to the country's complex histories through the lens of cross-cultural 
interactions and how these exchanges impacted art and material culture. The region 
is historically diverse, home to different kingdoms, empires, principalities, chiefdoms 
and kinship networks that, until independence from British colonial control in 1948, 
had never been a single political entity. The exhibition looks at how to display diversity 
and seeks to produce a history that does not create minority communities or promote 
the majority view. This talk today focusses upon the representation of the Shan states 
in the exhibition.  

 

Alexandra Green is Henry Ginsburg Curator for Southeast Asia and Curator of the 
exhibition Myanmar in the world at the British Museum. She has written and edited 
numerous books and articles on Southeast Asian art and culture, including: Raffles in 
Southeast Asia (Asian Civilisations Museum, Singapore), Buddhist Visual Cultures, 
Rhetoric and Narrative in Late Burmese Wall Paintings (Hong Kong University Press), 
Rethinking Visual Narratives from Asia: Intercultural and Comparative Perspectives 
(Hong Kong University Press), Eclectic Collecting: Art from Burma in the Denison 
Museum (NUS Press), and Southeast Asia: a history in objects (forthcoming: Thames 
& Hudson in collaboration with the British Museum).  
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Traditional Tai Ahom Methods of Preparing Writing Materials: 
With Special Reference to Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi1 

Manash Protim Chetia 
(Chao SukhamChaosing) 

Assam, India 
 
 
 

0.0.Introduction: 
 
The Tai Ahom community, historically rooted in the Brahmaputra Valley of Assam, 
India, boasts a rich cultural heritage that extends to various aspects of daily life, 
including their unique and meticulous preparation of writing materials. This research 
paper delves into the traditional methods employed by the Tai Ahom people for 
preparing writing materials, focusing particularly on ‘Saa Chi Paat’ and ‘Mo Hi’ - two 
key elements integral to their unique writing practices. 
 
The Tai Ahom civilization, with its distinct linguistic, artistic, and technological 
achievements, has garnered scholarly interest for its unconventional approaches to 
communication. Saa Chi Paat, a type of indigenous paper, made from the bark of the 
tree species Aquilaria Agallocha, stands out as a hallmark of Tai Ahom writing culture. 
Similarly, Mo Hi, a dark ink/dye derived from natural sources, complements Saa Chi 
Paat in the writing process. Understanding these traditional methods sheds light not 
only on the cultural significance of the Tai Ahom script but also on the sustainable and 
eco-friendly practices embedded in their historical techniques. 
 
This research endeavors to unravel the intricate processes involved in the creation of 
Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi, exploring the botanical, chemical, and artistic dimensions of 
these materials. By delving into the historical context and cultural nuances surrounding 
their usage, this paper aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the Tai Ahom 
writing tradition. Furthermore, the study seeks to assess the relevance and viability of 
these traditional methods in the contemporary era, considering their potential 
contribution to sustainable practices and cultural preservation. 
 
Through a synthesis of historical records, ethnographic studies, and hands-on 
experimentation, this research aspires to contribute to the broader discourse on 
indigenous knowledge systems, material culture, and the intersections between 
tradition and modernity. As we navigate the diverse landscapes of cultural heritage, the 
exploration of Tai Ahom writing practices serves as a bridge connecting the past with 
the present, fostering a deeper understanding of the ways in which communities have 
historically engaged with the written word. 

 
1 Editor’s note: All illustrations and images accompanied this article were provided by the author of 
the article. 
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1.0.Saa Chi Paat (Traditional Writing Sheet): 
 
1.0.1 Raw Material Selection:  

 
The preparation of Saa Chi Paat, traditional writing sheet used by the Tai Ahom 
people, begins with a meticulous selection of the primary raw material - the bark of 
the Saa Chi tree (Aquilaria agallocha). This section provides a detailed examination 
of the Saa Chi tree bark and its significance in the paper-making process. 
 
Saa Chi Tree: 
 
There are two species of ‘Saa Chi’ tree are naturally found in Southeast Asia. In 
Assamese Language, these are known as ‘Bhola Saa Chi’ (Aquilaria agallocha) and 
‘Jota Saa Chi‘ (Aquilaria malaccensis). In Tai Ahom language and in most of the 
languages which belong to the Tai-Kadai language family, it is known as ‘Tun Saa’, 
‘Tun Nam Saa’ (Aquilaria agallocha roxb.) & ‘Tun Hom Saa’ (Aquilaria 
malaccensis). The Saa Chi tree is an evergreen tree native to Southeast Asia, 
including countries such as India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, etc.  
 
One of its notable features is its production of perfumes, a resinous substance highly 
valued for its aromatic properties in the perfume and incense industries. In addition 
to perfumes, the bark of the Saa Chi tree has historical significance in the production 
of traditional manuscripts. The inner bark of the tree, known for its fibrous and 
durable qualities, has been used to create writing surfaces for manuscripts in Tai 
Ahom culture. The process typically involves preparing the bark to be smooth and 
receptive to writing, and then inscribing texts or illustrations upon it. 
 
This traditional use of Saa Chi tree bark in manuscript production reflects the 
diverse ways in which natural resources have been utilized throughout history, 
blending cultural practices with the practical applications of the tree's materials. 
However, it's essential to balance such uses with conservation efforts to ensure the 
sustainable management of Saa Chi tree populations and their ecosystems. 
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Suitability for Sheet Making: 
 
The Saa Chi tree bark is chosen for its fibrous composition, which is essential for 
creating a sturdy yet flexible paper. The tree is commonly found in the natural 
habitat of the Tai Ahom people in Assam, making it a readily available and 
sustainable resource for writing material production. 

 
Characteristics Impacting Saa Chi Paat Quality: 
 
The texture and thickness of the Saa Chi tree bark influence the final characteristics 
of Saa Chi Paat, determining factors such as paper strength and writing surface 
smoothness. The natural color of the bark may also play a role in the aesthetics of 
the final paper product. 
 
 
Environmental Considerations: 
 
The use of Saa Chi tree bark aligns with eco-friendly practices, as it involves in 
utilizing a local and renewable resource. The reliance on the Saa Chi tree bark for 
Saa Chi Paat contributes to the cultural identity of the Tai Ahom people, connecting 
them to the land and its resources. 
 
Challenges and Innovations: 
 
In contemporary times, challenges such as deforestation may impact the availability 
of Saa Chi tree bark. Some communities may explore sustainable harvesting 
practices and alternative materials to address these challenges while preserving 
traditional methods. 

 
1.0.2 Processing Techniques: 

 
The preparation of Saa Chi Paat, a traditional paper used by the Tai Ahom people, 
involves intricate processing techniques that transform Saa Chi tree bark into a 
versatile writing material. This section explores different crucial stages in the 
processing of Saa Chi Paat manuscripts. 
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Sheet Formation: 
 
Tree Selection: 
 
A tree is selected of about 15 to 16 years growth and 30 to 35 inches in girth, 
measured about 4 feet from the ground. Then, the outer layer of the Saa Chi tree 
bark, which may contain impurities, is carefully removed to expose the inner bark 
from 6 to 18 feet long and 3 to 37 inch in breadth. 

 
Drying Process: 
 
The sheets are left to dry naturally, often in the open air or under the sun. Traditional 
practices consider environmental factors such as temperature and humidity during 
the drying process. The sheets are rolled up separately with the inner or white part 
of the bark outwards, and the outer or green part inside and are sun dried for several 
days. 

 
 
Rubbing and Dewing Process: 
 
After completing the sun drying process these strips are rubbed by hands with the 
help of bamboo tube, or with some other hard substances so as to facilitate to 
remove the outer or scaly portion of the bark. And then, they are exposed to the dew 
for one night. 
 
After keeping it for one night, next morning the outer layer of the bark is carefully 
removed and the barks are properly cut into different sizes according to the 
requirement. 
 
Soaking Process: 
 
The rolled up strips are then put into cold water for about one night and the alkali 
is extracted after which the surface is scraped smooth with a knife. They are then 
dried in the Sun for several hours and when perfectly dried these are rubbed with a 
piece of burnt bricks. 
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• Purpose: The soaking stage serves to make the Saa Chi tree bark pliable by 

breaking down its fibers through hydration. 
• Container Selection: Traditional methods involve soaking the bark in 

containers made from locally available materials such as bamboo or clay.  
• Duration and Timing: The duration of soaking is carefully determined, often 

accounting for seasonal variations and specific weather conditions that 
optimize bark flexibility. 

 
 
After completing all the above process a color is made from a special kind of 
natural mineral that is ‘Orpiment (Yellow arsenic sulphide As₂S₃)’ literally known 
as “Haital” in Assamese. This Haital has been rubbed on a pastel mixing with 
water for several hours for coloring the folios. After preparing the yellow color, 
these are painted with a special brush made from squirrel hair on the processed 
folios and dried for three to four hours. 

 
Inspection and Quality Control: 
 

• Visual Inspection: Craftsmen visually inspect the drying sheets for 
uniformity, texture, and any irregularities. 

• Quality Standards: Strict adherence to quality standards ensures that the Saa 
Chi Paat meets the desired characteristics for writing and long-term 
preservation. 

 

 

1.0.3Finishing Touches: 
 
After all the initial stages, the Saa Chi Paat manuscript undergoes meticulous 
finishing touches to enhance its writing surface. This section delves into the 
techniques involved in smoothing and polishing the dried sheets, ensuring optimal 
quality and a refined texture for writing. Skilled artisans employ “Box bean” whose 
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scientific name is “Entada Phaseoloides” commonly known as “Ghilaguti” in 
Assamese and Maak Tee Nim in Tai Ahom language, to manually smooth the 
surface of the dried Saa Chi Paat sheets. Careful application of gentle pressure 
during the smoothing process ensures an even and consistent texture across the 
entire surface. The goal of smoothing is not only to flatten the sheets but also to 
refine the texture, providing an ideal surface for writing. Any irregularities or 
unevenness from the drying process are addressed during smoothing, contributing 
to the aesthetic appeal of the Saa Chi Paat. 
 
Artisans use circular motions with the box bean, applying a controlled amount of 
pressure to achieve the desired level of polish. Stone polishing imparts a subtle 
luster to the Saa Chi Paat, enhancing its visual appeal. Craftsmen visually inspect 
each sheet to ensure uniformity in texture and appearance. Any defects or 
imperfections identified during inspection are corrected through additional 
smoothing or polishing. 
 
After softening colored folios with Maak Tee Nim <also called Maak Nim> these 
folios are pressed between the two hard plain wooden Boards for one or two days 
for straightening the folios. This is followed again by sun drying, after which the 
stripes are rubbed as smooth as marble. The process is now complete, and the strips 
are ready for use. 
 
Selected sheets normally undergo writing trials using traditional tools and ink to 
confirm the optimal writing surface. If necessary, adjustments are made to further 
refine the surface for improved writing quality. 
 
Finished Saa Chi Paat manuscripts are stored in controlled environments to protect 
them from environmental factors such as humidity and pests. The meticulous 
finishing touches not only enhance the immediate writing experience but also 
contribute to the long-term preservation of the manuscripts. 
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2.0. Mo Hi (Traditional Ink/dye): 

 
Traditional Tai Ahom methods of preparing writing materials extend beyond Saa 
Chi Paat to the creation of Mo Hi, the ink (in fact ‘dye’) used for writing on Saa Chi 
Paat manuscripts. This section delves into the ink/dye ingredients, preparation 
techniques, and storage practices involved in crafting Mo Hi. 
 
Ink/dye Ingredient: 
 
Soot, a key pigment in Mo Hi, is obtained from various sources such as oil lamps, 
specifically chosen for the carbon-rich residue they produce. The choice of soot 
source influences the intensity and darkness of the resulting ink, and artisans often 
select sources that yield high-quality soot. Tai Ahom artisans employ natural 
binders derived from plant resins, gums, or other locally available substances like 
Myrobalan (Terminalia Chebula), citing the urine of cow, False Daisy (Eclipta 
Prostrata), dew drops, etc. Binders play a crucial role in creating a cohesive ink 
mixture, aiding in its adherence to Saa Chi Paat and enhancing its longevity. 
 

 
 
Ink/dye Preparation: 
 
Artisans meticulously blend soot and binders in specific proportions, considering 
factors such as color intensity and writing consistency. Achieving the desired 
consistency is crucial for optimal ink flow during writing, and the mixing process 
involves a balance of soot and binder quantities. Traditional grinding tools, such as 
stone slabs, are employed to refine the ink mixture. Grinding serves to break down 
larger particles, resulting in a smoother, and more homogenous ink/dye with 
improved writing properties. Lastly, these mixers were kept on ‘Khuka’ a bamboo 
stand under due at night and finally the drops of ink were filtered through earth pot 
and collected on a bowl. 
 
Storage Practices: 
 
Tai Ahom artisans use containers made from locally available materials, such as 
bamboo or clay, to store Mo Hi. The porosity of the container materials may 
influence the rate of ink evaporation, and artisans select materials that provide a 
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suitable balance. Containers are sealed to prevent ink drying and to maintain its 
quality over time. Traditional seals made from natural materials may be used to 
secure the containers, showcasing a blend of functionality and cultural aesthetics. 
 
Different Color used in Illustration: 
 

• Coffee black: Myrobalan <Silikha>  (Terminalia chebula)  + False Daisy 
<Keheraj>  (Ecliptaprostrata)  + Indian gooseberry <Amlakhi> 
(Phyllanthusemblica) + Bark of Baheda <Bhomora> tree (Terminalia 
bellirica) + Bark of June plum tree commonly known as omora tree 
(Spondiasdulcis) + the urine of black cow.  

 
• Blue black (Rum-dye or Indigo): Shoots of Assam Indigo which is also 

known as Chinese rain bell (Strobilanthes cusia). 
 

• Red : Barks and the roots of Asu tree (Morinda augustifolia) + Leaves of 
Bhomloti (Symplocos oxyphylla) + Alkali 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3.0.Writing Tools and Techniques: 
 

The creation of Saa Chi Paat manuscripts among the Tai Ahom people involves the 
use of distinct writing tools and techniques. This section delves into the traditional 
instruments; including quills and brushes, as well as the art of calligraphy and 
scripting that characterize the written expressions on Saa Chi Paat. 
 
 
 
Traditional Writing Instruments: 
 
Quills: Quills used for writing on Saa Chi Paat manuscripts are crafted from bird 
feathers, carefully selected for their suitability. Skilled artisans consider the type of 
bird feathers based on factors such as flexibility, durability, and ease of crafting. 
 
Brushes: Brushes are crafted from locally available materials such as bamboo, 
reeds, and wild fern. Artisans create brushes in various sizes, allowing for versatility 
in writing styles and strokes. 
 
Writing Surface Compatibility: Both quills and brushes are chosen and crafted to 
be gentle on the Saa Chi Paat surface, avoiding damage while ensuring smooth 
writing. 
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Calligraphy and Scripting: 
 
Skilled Tai Ahom calligraphers employ intricate and artistic calligraphy techniques 
in the creation of Saa Chi Paat manuscripts. The art of calligraphy goes beyond 
practical writing, incorporating aesthetic elements that enhance the visual appeal of 
the written text. Manuscripts may feature scripts specific to religious texts, often 
with ornate and decorative elements reflecting the sacred nature of the content. 
Official and administrative writings may utilize different scripts, tailored to convey 
authority and formality. 
 
Calligraphy on Saa Chi Paat manuscripts may incorporate symbolic elements, 
reflecting cultural motifs, religious symbols, or royal emblems. The intertwining of 
artistic expression and language in calligraphy reflects the cultural richness and 
diversity of the Tai Ahom people. 
 
The art of calligraphy is often passed down through apprenticeship, ensuring the 
continuity of traditional styles and techniques. Skilled calligraphers reach varying 
levels of mastery, with some achieving recognition for their exceptional 
craftsmanship. 
 
 

4.0.Cultural Significance: 
 
Saa Chi Paat (traditional writing sheet) and Mo Hi (traditional ink/dye) hold profound 
cultural and historical significance within the Tai Ahom community, serving as integral 
elements in the preservation of religious texts and historical records. These traditional 
writing materials not only capture the essence of Tai Ahom heritage but also embody 
the spiritual and administrative aspects of their rich history. 
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Preservation of Religious Texts: 
 
Rituals and Scriptures:  
 

• Saa Chi Paat is often the chosen medium for transcribing religious texts, 
including sacred rituals, hymns, and scriptures. 

• The use of Mo Hi ink adds a spiritual dimension, as the act of writing itself 
becomes a ritual, connecting the scribe with the divine. 

 
Cultural Identity: 

• The meticulous craftsmanship involved in Saa Chi Paat and the use of Mo 
Hi contribute to the preservation of Tai Ahom cultural identity. 

• Religious manuscripts written on Saa Chi Paat serve as tangible expressions 
of faith, connecting present generations with their ancestral spirituality. 
 
 
 
 

Recording Historical Events: 
 
Administrative Documents: 
 

• Saa Chi Paat has been historically employed for recording administrative 
matters, including laws, decrees, and historical events. 

• Mo Hi the traditional ink/dye, with its permanence and adherence to Saa Chi 
Paat, ensures the longevity of these historical records. 
 

Chronological Narrative:  
 

• Tai Ahom artisans utilized Saa Chi Paat to create chronological narratives 
of historical events, contributing to the documentation of the community's 
journey over time. 

• The combination of Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi enhances the authenticity of 
historical records, offering a unique perspective on Tai Ahom governance 
and societal evolution. 

 
Symbolism and Artistry: 
 
Aesthetic Expression: 
 

• Calligraphy on Saa Chi Paat manuscripts is not only a functional aspect but 
also a form of artistic expression. 

• Mo-Hi ink/dye, crafted with precision, enhances the aesthetic appeal of the 
written word, turning historical and religious texts into works of cultural art. 

 
Symbolic Elements: 
 

• The choice of scripts, the use of decorative motifs, and the artistic 
presentation of religious and historical writings carry symbolic elements. 
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• These symbolic elements contribute to a shared cultural language among the 
Tai Ahom people, fostering a sense of unity and shared heritage. 

 
 
Cultural Continuity and Transmission:  
 
Generational Legacy: 
 

• The knowledge and skills associated with Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi are often 
passed down through generations, ensuring the continuity of cultural 
practices. 

• Younger members of the community learn not just the techniques but also 
the cultural significance embedded in the creation and use of these 
traditional writing materials. 
 
 
 
 

Oral Traditions and Written Records: 
 

• Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi bridge oral traditions and written records, providing 
a tangible link between spoken narratives and preserved histories. 

• This fusion of oral and written traditions contributes to a holistic 
understanding of Tai Ahom culture and history. 

 
Identity and Heritage: 
 
Tai Ahom Identity: 
 

• Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi are emblematic of Tai Ahom identity, representing 
a unique approach for recording, preserving, and transmitting cultural and 
historical knowledge, and heritage. 

• The continual use of these traditional materials reinforces a collective sense 
of pride and identity amongst the Tai Ahom community. 
 

Heritage Conservation: 
 

• The cultural and historical significance of Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi extends 
beyond individual manuscripts; it encompasses a broader commitment to 
heritage conservation. 

• Efforts to preserve and pass down the tradition of crafting Saa Chi Paat and 
Mo-Hi contribute to the overall resilience of Tai Ahom heritage. 
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5.0.Conclusion: 
 
In conclusion, this paper provides a comprehensive exploration of the traditional Tai 
Ahom methods of preparing writing materials, focusing on Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi. 
These methods, deeply rooted in the Tai Ahom cultural heritage, not only serve as a 
testament to their resourcefulness but also contribute to the preservation of their unique 
identity in the face of modernization. 
 
In delving into the Traditional Tai Ahom Methods of Preparing Writing Materials, 
specifically focusing on Saa Chi Paat and Mo Hi, this research has uncovered a tapestry 
of cultural, botanical, and artistic dimensions that contribute to the unique heritage of 
the Tai Ahom community. The journey through the intricate processes of creating Saa 
Chi Paat and Mo Hi has not only illuminated the technical aspects of Tai Ahom writing 
practices but has also underscored the profound relationship between the Tai Ahom 
people and their natural environment. 
 
The utilization of Saa Chi Paat, crafted from the resilient bark of Aquilaria Agallocha, 
and the dark, organic hues of Mo Hi ink/dye, has proven to be more than mere tools for 
communication. These traditional writing materials symbolize a sustainable and 
harmonious coexistence with nature, reflecting the Tai Ahom community's 
commitment to eco-friendly practices long before the concept gained contemporary 
global attention. 
 
Furthermore, the study has emphasized the cultural significance embedded in the Tai 
Ahom script, where the act of writing extends beyond the utilitarian and transforms into 
a narrative of identity, heritage, and resilience. The Tai Ahom script, with Saa Chi Paat 
and Mo-Hi as its conduits, weaves a story of a people deeply rooted in their traditions, 
bridging the temporal gap between centuries past and the modern world. 
 
As we conclude our exploration, the relevance of these traditional methods persists not 
only as historical artifacts but as potential contributors to sustainable practices and 
cultural preservation. In an era marked by technological advancements, the Tai Ahom 
methods serve as a poignant reminder of the importance of preserving indigenous 
knowledge and practices that embody a sustainable coexistence with the natural world. 
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In the wider context of global discussions on cultural heritage and ecological 
sustainability, the lessons drawn from the Traditional Tai Ahom Methods of Preparing 
Writing Materials beckon us to reevaluate our relationship with the materials we use 
and the cultural practices we inherit. As we navigate the future, may the ink/dye of Mo 
Hi and the pages of Saa Chi Paat continue to tell the tale of a community that, through 
its writing traditions, has etched a resilient narrative onto the canvas of time! 
 
 

 
N.B: Special thanks to Chao Medini Mohan Gogoi, a linguist and independent researcher, for 
helping me in writing and analyzing the data. 
Field Study and Interview: 

• Interview with Bishnuram Handique (Expert in preparing Saa Chi Paat 
Manuscript and Mo Hi amongst the Tai Ahom), Tekela Gaon, Jorhat, in 2010. 

 
• Interview with Mo Lung Chao Tileswar Mohan (Chief Ritual Expert amongst 

the Tai Ahom), of Bokota Parijat village, Sivasagar, in 2015. 
 

• Interview with Mo Chao Jonaram Chang Bun Phukan (Ritual Expert), of Bokota 
Parijat village, Sivasagar, in 2015.  

 
• Interview with Kuladhar Bailung, Tai Ahom Pundit, Moranhat, Assam, in 2015. 

 
• Interview with Chao Bimal Borpatra Gohain, Tai Ahom Pundit, Simaluguri, 

Assam, in 2016. 
 

• Interview with Chao Tileshwar Mohan, Bokota Parijat, Assam, in 2017. 
 

• Interview with Chao Medini Madhab Mohan, Bokota Parijat, Assam, in 2018. 
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Laikha 
A Brief History of Its Involvement in Shan State Politics2  

Dr Sao Khun-Hti Laikha  

 

 
2 Editor’s note: all illustrations and photos included in this article were provided by the author of the 
article.  
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We have good few Shan friends who completed their studies with flying colours and graduated from 
UK universities in the last few years. We are so proud of you and big congratulations on your success 
and achievements!  

 

 

 

 

 

SCA-UK News in Photos: Achievements & Celebrations 

Billy Kyaw Zin Min  
ၸႆၢးႁၵ်ႉၶူိဝ်း 
has graduated an MSc in 
Medical Microbiology from the 
University of Manchester Award 
in 2021.  

Nang Zu Thane Mwae Khin 

နနး်ဇူးသိမ်ေမွခ့င် has graduated 

a master’s degree in 

mechanical engineering 

(MEng) from the University 

of Huddersfield in 2021. 
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SCA-UK News in Photos: Achievements & Celebrations 

Ven. Bhaddiya Langsai 
ၸဝ်ႈၶူးၽတ်တိယ လႅင်းသႂ် has 
graduated MA Ed, 
Education in Leadership 
and Management, from the 
Oxford Brookes University 
in 2022. 

Ven. Phramahasena Pettai 
ၸဝ်ႈၶူးမႁႃႇေသႇၼ has 
graduated PG Diploma in 
Anthropology from the 
Oxford Brookes University 
in 2022. 
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Nang Kham Nwei Leik 
ၼၢင်းၶမ်းၼႆွႉလဵၵ်း  
နနး်ခမ်း�ဲွလိ့တ်     
has graduated MSc in 
Environmental Health, 
passed with merit, 
from the Middlesex 
University in 2022. 

Nang May Phu Kyaw 
ၼၢင်းေမႇၽူးေၵျႃႇ  
နနး်ေမဖူးေကျာ်     
has graduated Bachelor of 
Medicine and Bachelor of 
Surgery from Queen Mary 
University of London  
in 2023.  

SCA-UK News in Photos: Achievements & Celebrations 
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Nang Kham Sie ၼၢင်းၶမ်းသီ 
has graduated a MSc in 
Business with Supply Chain 
Management with first class 
honour from the University of 
the West of England in 2023.  

Nang Chit Su Thwe 
နနး်ချစ်ဆုသွယ် 
ၼၢင်းသိတ်ႉသူႉတႆွႇ  
has graduated MSc Degree 
with first class honours in 
International Marketing with 
Understanding Markets 
High Achiever Award from 
the Sheffield Hallam 
University in 2023 

SCA-UK News in Photos: Achievements & Celebrations 
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Sai Line, also known as Myo Thant Linn, was awarded Chevening Fellowship to 

catalogue the Shan manuscript collection from the British Library along with his 

research in the Shan manuscript cultures. 

Sai Line is a professional Shan poetry reciter and composer, known as zare. The 

typical Shan poetry is called Lik Loung or Great Text. The history of Lik Loung literature 

date back at least to the 16th century.  

Many old Lik Loung texts are still preserved in the forms of manuscripts, which can be 

found at research libraries in the UK including the British Library, as many of them 

were collected by colonial officials during the British rule over the Shan states, Burma 

(now the Union of Myanmar).  

 

 

SCA-UK News in Photos: Achievements & Celebrations 
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ၼမ်ႉၵၢႂမ်းလငႇ်ၵႃႇ ၸဝ်ႈၸေရးၸၢႆးသႂလ်ငႅး် တမ်ႅႈေႁႃးတႃႇပၢငပႆွ်းပီမႂ်ႇတးႆ 

ဢၼၸ်တး်ႁဵတး်တႈီဝဵငး်လငူ ်လၼႇ်တၼႇ် မူိငး်ဢငး်ၵိတး် ၼႂး်ဝၼး်ထ ိ9/12/2023 
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ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွလႆငူပ်ရႁိတ ဝဵငး်တၼူႈ်တးီ 

 

 
 
ဢငွႈ်တႈီႁငူး်ႁဵၼး် ႄလႈ ၽႈူေၵႃႇတငႈ်  

ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွႆလူငပ်ရႁိတၼႉႆ မီးဝႆႉတီႈပွၵႉ်�ၽႃးၽိၵူႇ် ဝဵငး်လူငတ်ူၼႈ်တီးယဝ်ႉ။ ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်ၼႉႆ 

မီးႁိမ်းၸမ်ၽၢႇႆၸၢၼး်ၸၼႉ်ၸွမ်ပုတ်ႉထမူိငး်တႆးေသ ၸွမ်းၸိူဝ်းႁိမ်းႁ �မ်းၼၼႉ်ေၵႃႈ မီးၵ�ငး်ဢၼ ်

ပုိၼႄ်ၽႈသႃႇသၼႃႇတငး်ၼမ်ယဝ်ႉ။ ေတလႆႈဝႃႈ ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်ၼႉႆ ပဵၼတ်ီႈဢၼသ်ႃႇယႃႇ ပဵၼတ်ီႈၼႃႈ 

လိၼသ်ႃႇသၼႃႇ ႄလႈ ပၢးႆပၺ်ႇၺႃႇ ႁိူဝ်ႈႁိူငး်တီႈၼိငုႈ်ၼၼႉ်ယဝ်ႉ။ 

 

ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်ႄတႇတငႈ်မႃး မူိဝ်ႈပီၶရဵတ်ႈ 2016 ၼႈီေသ ၽႈူဢၼွေ်ၵႃႇတငႈ်မႃးပဵၼ ် ၸဝ်ႈ�သႃႇ 

သရီိထမ်မႃၽပိႃလ (မႁႃၷၼထ်ဝႃၸၵပꧣꩦ်ိတ, ꩪမ်မႃၸရယိ ၽၢႇႆတႆး၊ ၽၢႇႆမၢၼႈ်၊ MA - Sri 

Lanka) ယဝ်ႉ။ မၼး်ၸဝ်ႈၼႉႆ ပဵၼၸ်ဝ်ႈၵၼွး်ဝတ်ႉ တိူၵႈ်သၼွလ်ိၵႈ်ေဝႇလုဝၼႇ် ဝဵငး်တူၼႈ်တီးေၵႃႈ 

ၸႂ်ႈယဝ်ႉ။ 

 

ႁဵတး်ႁိုဝ်ႄလႈပဵၼတ်ငႈ်ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်မႃး 

လွငႈ်ဢၼလ်ႆႈတငႈ်ႁငူး်ႁၼဵး်မႃးၼႉႆေတႉ ပဵၼတ်ႃႇ ၸွႆႈထမ်ႅၸုငၸ်ၼ ် ေၼႃႇတႅၼး်ၶိဝ်ူး 

ႁၼုႈ်မႂ်ႇ ႁဝ်းၶဝ် ၸိူဝ်းႁၢမ်းသၼုႇ် ၵၢၼႁ်ဵၼး် ယၼွႉ်ၵၢၼသ်ိၵုး်သိဝ်ူ ဝၢၼႈ်မူိငး်သၵုႉ်ၸိူဝ်းၼၼႉ် 

လႆႈႁဵၼး် ပၺ်ႇၺႃႇ ပူၵး်ပွၵၽ်ဝၶဝ်ၵႃွႇၼၼႉ်ယဝ်ႉ။ ၸဝ်ႈ�သႃႇသရီိထမ်မႃၽပိႃလ (ၽႈူေၵႃႇတငႈ် 

ႁငူး် ႁဵၼး်လွႆလငူ ်ပရ ႁိတ) ႁဝ်းၶႃႈ လၢတ်ႈဝႃႈ- 

Education Aspects 
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‘’ယၼွႉ်ဝႃႈမိူငး်ႁဝ်းၼႉႆ လႈႆၶၢမ်ႇတၢမ်ႇသိၵု်းသိဝ်ူမႃး ပီယၢဝ်းၶၢဝ်းႁိုငႄ်လႈ ၵၢၼပ်ၢးႆ 

ပၺ်ႇၺႃႇ၊ လငွႈ်ၵၢၼပ်ၢးႆမၢၵ်ႈမီးၸိဝ်ူးၼႉႆ တၵူ်းတမ်ႅႇႁႅငး်ႄတႉႄတႉယဝ်ႉ။ ႁၼထ်ိငုဝ်ႃႈ ႁဝ်းၸိဝ်ူး 

ၼႉႆ မီးပုၼႈ်ၽၼွး် တႃႇေတၸုၼၸ်ၼဢ်ဝ် လၵု်ႈဢၼွႇ်ႁဝ်း ၸိဝ်ူးႁၢမ်းသၼုႇ်လႈႆႁဵၼး်ပၺ်ႇၺႃႇ၊ 

လၵု်ႈဢၼွႇ်ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈၼႃးပၢငႇ် ၸိဝ်ူးႁၢငႇ်ၵႆဝဵငး်ၸိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ်ႄလႈသင၊် ယၼွႉ်ပၢငတ်ိၵု်းသိၵု်း 

သိဝ်ူေသ လၵု်ႈဢၼွႇ်ႁဝ်းလႈႆၽၢၼေ်ပႃႈၽၢၼႄ်မႈၵွႃႇၸိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ်ႄလႈသင၊် ၸိဝ်ူးမီးလငွႈ်ယၢပ်ႇ 

ၽိတုႇ်တႃႇသိပ်ုႇႁဵၼး်လၵိ်ႈၸိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ်ႄလႈသင ်ၶဝ်ႈမႃး ၼႂး်ၵၢၼပ်ၢးႆပၺ်ႇၺႃႇႁဝ်းၼၼႉ်ယႇူယဝ်ႉ။  

 

 “ ဝိၸၸ်ႃ ဢပ်ုပတတ ံ သတဵꩪ်ႃ - ၽႂမီ်းတၢငး်ႁယုႂႇ်မၼး်ၵျ”  ၸွမ်းၼငႇ်ပုတႉ်ထၸဝ်ႈေႁႃး 

လၢတႈ်ဝႆႉၼၼႉ်ႄလႈ ၵူၼး်ၶိဝ်ူးလႂေ်ၵႃႈယဝ်ႉ ေပႃးဝႃႈၵၢၼႁ်ဵၼး်ဢမ်ႇတမ်ဵထၼူႈ်ၸိငု ်တႃႇေတၶိၼုႈ် 

ယႂႇ်ၼၼႉ် တိၼုး်ေတမီးတၢငး်ယၢပ်ႇေတႉေတႉ၊ သငဝ်ႃႈၵူၼး်ၶိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ် ၶႂႈ်ၶိၼုႈ်ယႂႇ်ၶိတုး်ပိူၼႈ် 

ေပႃးၼၸႆိငု ် လဝ်ူႇၶတး်ၸႂၵ်ၢၼပ်ၢးႆပၺ်ႇၺႃႇၼမ်ꧦၼၼႉ်ယဝ်ႉ ယၼွႉ်ဝူၼႉ်ႁၼထ်ိငုၸ်ိငူႉ်ၼငႇ်ဢၼ ်

လၢတႈ်ႄၼမႃးတႈီၼိဝ်ူၸိူဝ်းၼႉႆေသႄလႈ ၸငႇ်လႈႆၶတး်ၸႂတ်ငႈ်ၶိၼုႈ် မႃးႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွလႆငူပ်ရႁိတ 

ၼၼႉ်ယဝ်ႉ’’ ။  

 

လိဝ်ူၼၼႉ် မၼး်ၸဝ်ႈသိပ်ုႇလၢတႈ်ဝႃႈ “ၵွပ်ႈပိူဝ်ႈႁဝ်းပဵၼၵ်ူၼး်ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈၼႃးပၢငႇ်ေၵႃႉ 

ၼိငုႈ်ေသ လႈႆႁၼမ်ႃးတႂႈ်တႃႁဝ်းၸမ်ဵလၵဵ်ႉ လငွႈ်ဝႃႈဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈႁဝ်းၼၼႉ် ၵၢၼႁ်ဵၼး်ဢမ်ႇတမ်ဵ 

ထၼူႈ်၊ ေတဝႃႈၵွႃႇပိုငႈ်ဢိငၼ်ႂး်ဝဵငး်ၼေႆၵႃႈ သမ်ႉႁၢမ်းတႈီပိုငႈ်ဢငိဝႆ်ႉ၊ မိူငး်ႁဝ်းၼႉႆ ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈႄလႈ 

ၼႂး်ဝဵငး် မၼး်ၵွႃႇၵၼႁ်ႅငး်ၼႃႇ။  ဢမ်ႇဝႃႈလငွႈ်ယႇူသဝ်းၵိၼသ်ၢငႈ်ႄတႇၵွႃႇ လငွႈ်ၵၢၼပ်ၢးႆပၺ်ႇၺႃႇ 

ၸိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ်ေၵႃႈ လႈႆႁၼဝ်ၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈႄလႈ ၼႂး်ဝဵငး်မၼး်ဢမ်ႇမိူၼၵ်ၼ။်  ၸၼႉ်ထၢၼႈ်ၵူၼး်ေၵႃႈ 

ဢမ်ႇမိူၼၵ်ၼ ် ၸိဝ်ူးမီးငိၼုး်ေၵႃႈ မီးႄတႉ ေပႃးဢမ်ႇမီးတႈီဝႆႉ၊ ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈႁဝ်းသမ်ႉ ၽၢၼေ်ပႃး 

ဢမ်ႇမီးတႃႇေတၸႂႉ်ယဝ်ႉ။ ယၼွႉ်ၽၢၼႄ်လႈ ၵၢၼႁ်ဵၼး်ေၵႃႈဢမ်ႇၶိၼုႈ်ယႂႇ်၊ ယၼွႉ်ၼၼ ်ၼငႇ်ႁိုဝ် 

ေတပဵၼတ်ႈီပိုငႈ်ဢငိၸ်ိဝ်ူးမီးလငွႈ်ယၢပ်ႇၽိတုႇ် ၸိဝ်ူးယႇူဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွ်ႈၼႃးပၢငႇ်ၸိူဝ်းၼၼႉ် ေပႃးေတ 

လႈႆသိပ်ုႇၶိၼုႈ်ႁဵၼး်ၼၼႉ် ႁဝ်းလဝ်ူႇပူၵ်းတငႈ်ပၼ ်ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်”ၼယႆဝ်ႉ။   

 

ေၶႃႈယိငူး်ဢၢၼး် ဢၼလ်ႈႆတငႈ်ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး် 

1. တႃႇေၼႃႇတႅၼး်ၶိဝ်ူးႁဝ်းေပႃးေတမီးသၼုႇ်လႆႈႁဵၼး်လိၵႈ်လီလီ။ 

2. လုၵႈ်ဢၼွႇ်ႁဝ်းၸိူဝ်းယူႇၸွမ်းဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွႈ်ၼႃးပၢငႇ် တီႈႁၢငႇ်ယၢၼၵ်ဝဵႆငး်ၸိူဝ်းၼၼႉ်  

ႁ �်ႈေပႃးမီးတီႈပုိငႈ်ဢငိေ်သ ႁဵၼး်ဢဝ်လိၵႈ်လၢးႆၵႃွႇ။ 

3. ၼငႇ်ႁိုဝ်လုၵႈ်ဢၼွႇ်ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွႈ်ႁဝ်း ေပႃးေတလႆႈႁ �တ်ႈထိငုၼ်ႂး်ဝဵငး်လူငေ်သ ႁတ်းႁၢၼ ် 

    လႅတ်းသဝ်ႅး။ 
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4. ၼငႇ်ႁိုဝ်ၸိူဝ်ႉၶိဝ်ူးႁဝ်းေပႃးေတမီးၸၼႉ်မီးတၢၼး်ေသ ဢမ်ႇလႆႈၼႃႈလဵၵႉ်ၼႂး် 

ႄၵႈၵၢငၵ်ၼူး်တၢငႇ်ၶိဝ်ူး။ 

5. လုၵႈ်ဢၼွႇ်တႆးၵႈူေၵႃႉၸိူဝ်းမႃးယူႇတီႈႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွႆလူငပ်ရႁတိႁဝ်းၼၼႉ်  

ႁ �်ႈေပႃးလႆႈပဵၼၵ်ၼူး်ႁပ်ႉၸုမ်ႈၶးူၵႃွႇၵႈူေၵႃႉ။  

6. ႁ �်ႈေမႃႁၵႉ်ၸိူဝ်ႉၶိဝ်ူး ၽႃႇသႃႇ သႃႇသၼႃႇ ၽငိႈ်ထငုး်ႁဝ်းၼၼႅႈ်ꧦၼႃꧦ ။ 

 

 
 

ပုိၼႉ်ၶၢမ်ႇ လၵ်ုႈႁဵၼး်လွလႆငူ ်  

မူိၼၼ်ငႇ်ဝႃႈမႃးတီႈၼိဝ်ူၸိဝ်ူးၼၼႉ်ေသ ၵမ်ႉပႃႈၼမ် လုၵႈ်ႁဵၼး်ဢၼမ်ႃးႁၼဵး်သၼွဢ်ဝ် 

လိၵႈ်တီႈႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွလႆူငၼ်ႉႆ ေတလႆႈႁၼဝ်ႃႈ ပဵၼလ်ုၵႈ်ဢၼွႇ်ဝၢၼႈ်ၼၵွႈ်ၼႃးပၢငႇ် ၵမ်ႈၽငွႈ်ေၵႃႈ 

ဢၼေ်ပႃႈႄမႈဢမ်ႇပွငပဵ်ၼလ်ႆႈ တႃႇသိပ်ုႇသငူႇ်ၶိၼုႈ်ႁဵၼး်၊ ၵမ်ႈၽငွႈ်ေၵႃႈၽၢၼေ်ပႃႈ ၽၢၼႄ်မႈ၊ 

ၵမ်ႈၽငွႈ်ေၵႃႈ ဢမ်ႇမီးေပႃႈႄမႈ ၸိူဝ်းၼႉႆၵၺူး်ဢမ်ႇၵႃး ၵမ်ႈၽငွႈ်သမ်ႉ ယွၼႉ်ဝၢၼႈ်မူိငး်သၵုႉ်သၵႉ် 

ယုငႈ်ယၢငႈ် ဢမ်ႇၼမ်ိသဝ်း ၵမ်ုႇလႆႈပၢႈႆပၢငတ်ိုၵး်သိၵုး်သိဝ်ူၵၺူ်းႄလႈ ဢမ်ႇမီးတီႈတႃႇေတသိပ်ုႇၶိၼုႈ် 

ႁဵၼး်ေသ ႁ �တ်ႈမႃးေၵႃႈ မီးတငး်ၼမ်တငး်လၢယႆဝ်ႉ။ ပီၼိငုႈ်ႄလႈပီၼိငုႈ် တငး်ၼမ်လုၵႈ်ႁဵၼး်ႄတႉ 

ဢမ်ႇမူိၼၵ်ၼ ်လိူဝ်ေတႉလိူဝ်မႃးၵႈူပီပီ ၼႂး်ပီၵၢၼသ်ၼွႁ်ဵၼး် 2023/2024 ပီၼႉႆၸိုင ်လုၵႈ်ႁဵၼး်တငး် 

မူတ်းတငး်သငဵႈ်မီး (729)ေၵႃႉယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

 

ၵၢၼပ်ၢးႆပိငႇ်ၺႃႇ ဢၼလ်ုၵႉ်ဢဝ်တီႈႁငူး်ႁတဵ်းပူငသ်ၼွပ်ၼၼ်ၼႉ် ေတမီးမူိၼၼ်ငႇ် ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး် 

လူငပွ်ငၸ်ိငုႈ် ၸၼႉ်KG ထိငုၸ်ၼႉ်12၊ ၵၢၼႁ်ဵၼး်လၵး်သတု်ႇမႂ်ႇပရယိတ်တိသၻ်ꩪမ်မပႃလ 

သငႇ်ၶႃႇၸိုငႈ်တႆးႄလႈ သၼွလ်ိၵႈ်ဢငး်ၵတိ်း လၵိႈ်ႄၶႇႄတႇၵႃွႇၵၢၼတ်ႃႇႁႃလဵငႉ်တွငႉ်မူိဝ်းၼႃႈလၢ ႆ

ၸိူဝ်ႉလၢလႆွငႈ်ေသ ၶးူသၼွၼ်ႂး်ႁငူး်ႁၼဵး်တငး်သငဵႈ် ပီၼႉႆ မီးယူႇ 41ေၵႃႉ။ 
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ယွၼႉ်ၼၼ ် ႁငူး်ႁဵၼး်လွလႆူငပ်ရႁတိၼႉႆ ေတလႆႈဝႃႈ ပဵၼတ်ီႈပုိငဢ်ငိတ်ႃႇေၼႃႇတႅၼး်ၶိဝ်ူး 

ႁဝ်းမူိဝ်းၼႃႈ ပဵၼတ်ီႈပူၵး်ပွငပ်ၼၼ်မ်ႉၵတ်ႉလုၵႈ်ဢၼွႇ်တႆးႁဝ်း ပဵၼတ်ႃႇဢၼေ်ၵႃႉၶႈႆသိပ်ုႇၶိၼုႈ် 

ႁဵၼး်ယူႇ သမ်ႉမီးလွငႈ်ယၢပ်ႇလၢၸႆိူဝ်ႉလၢလႆွငႈ်ေသ ၼငႇ်ႁိုဝ်ေပႃးေတပဵၼၶ်ိၼုႈ်ႁဵၼး်ၵႃွႇႄလႈ 

ေတပဵၼႁ်ငူး်ႁၼဵး်ဢၼႁ်တဵ်းႁ �်ႈတႆးႁဝ်းမီးၼႃႈမီးတႃ လႆႈဢဝ်ၵငုႇ်မုၼၸ်ွမ်းဢၼၼ်ိငုႈ်ယူႇၶႃႈ ေဢႃႈ။  

 

ၸဝ်ႈသၼုၼၻ်ႃလငၵ်ႃရ (မူိငး်ၵိငု)် 
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ႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းမူိင်း ႁႅင်းၵၢၼ်မူိင်း ႁႅင်းဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်း 

ၸႆၢးၸူဝ်း ၶူိဝ်းယုိၼ်း 

 
ႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းမူိင်းႄလႈႁႅင်းၵၢၼ်မူိင်း သွင်ဢၼ်ၼႆႉ ၵဵဝ်ႇၶွင်ႈၵွင်ႉၵႆၢႇၽႃၽူိဝ်းဢိင်ၵၼ်ဝႆႉေသ ပဵၼ် 
ဢဵၼ်ႁႅင်းလူင် ဢၼ်ၸၢင်ႈႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းလႅၵ်ႈလႆၢႈၶုိၼ်ႈယႂ်ႇယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

ေပႃးဝႃႈႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းမူိင်းၶႅမ်ႉၸုိင် ၵၢၼ်မူိင်းေၵႃႈေတၶႅမ်ႉလႅပ်ႈ ဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းေၵႃႈ ေတၶုိၼ်ႈယႂ်ႇ 
ၵတ်းယဵၼ်။ ေပႃးမႃးတူၺ်းထႅင်ႈၽႆၢႇၼုိင်ႈေၵႃႈ မူိဝ်ႈႁႅင်းၵၢၼ်မူိင်းတူၵ်းၼၼ်ႉ ဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းေၵႃႈ 
တူၵ်းတႅမ်ႇ ၵူၼ်းမူိင်းေၵႃႈထူပ်းတၢင်းယၢပ်ႇၽုိတ်ႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

ၵွပ်ႈၼၼ် ၼင်ႇႁုိဝ်ႁႅင်းၵၢၼ်မူိင်းေတၶုိၵ်ႉၶႅမ်ႉၵႅၼ်ႇၶႅင်ၼၼ်ႉ ေတလႆႈမီးၽႅၼ်ၵၢၼ်ၶၢဝ်းယၢဝ်း 
တႃႇၸႆွႈ ပူၵ်းပွင်ဢဵၼ်ႁႅင်းၼမ်ႉၵတ်ႉၵူၼ်းမူိင်းယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

ၼင်ႇႁုိဝ်ဢဵၼ်ႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းမူိင်းႁဝ်းၼႂ်းဝၼ်းၼႃႈ ေတၵတ်ႉၶႅၼ်ႇၵႅၼ်ႇၶႅင်ၼၼ်ႉ လွၵ်းလႆၢးၶုိၵ်ႉ 
တွၼ်းမၼ်း မီးယူႇသၢမ်ေၶႃႈ - 

1. ယူႇတီႈၽူႈယႂ်ႇၵူၼ်းလူင်ၽႆၢႇပွင်ၵၢၼ်(ေၵႃႇမတီႇ)ၵူႈမူႇၵူႈၸုမ်း ႁမ်ူႈလူၺ်ႈၽူႈဝႃႈလႆႈ 
ပွင်ပဵၼ်ႁဝ်းၶဝ်ၼႂ်းဝၼ်းမူိဝ်းၼႆႉ  ေတလႆႈဢွၼ်ႁဝူ်ၼမ်းၼႃႈၽႆၢႇပူၵ်းပွင်ပၼ်ၵၢၼ် 
ႁဵၼ်းတႃႇၵူၼ်းၼုမ်ႇႁုၼ်ႈမ်ႂႇၼမ်ၼမ်ယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ ၽူႈယႂ်ႇၵူၼ်းလူင်ႁဝ်းၶဝ် ေတလႆႈ 
သုိပ်ႇဝူၼ်ႉသုိပ်ႇႁႃသဵၼ်ႈတၢင်း တႃႇပူၵ်းပွင်ဢဵၼ်ႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းၼုမ်ႇၼမ်ၼမ် ယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

2. ေပႃႈႄမႈၵူၼ်းမူိင်းႁဝ်းၶဝ် ေတလႆႈပၼ်ႁႅင်းလုၵ်ႈလၢၼ်ၵူၼ်းၼုမ်ႇႁဝ်းၶဝ်ႁဵၼ်းလိၵ်ႈ 
ႁႂ်ႈထုိင်ၸၼ်ႉသုင် ပၼ်ႁႅင်းႁႂ်ႈၶဝ်ႁဵၼ်းဢဝ်တၢင်းေမႃၼမ်ၼမ်ယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 

3. ၵူၼ်းၼုမ်ႇႁုၼ်ႈမ်ႂႇ ၸူိဝ်းပဵၼ်ၼုမ်ႇႁႆၢးၸႆၢးယိင်းႁဝ်းၼႂ်းဝၼ်းမူိဝ်ႈၼႆႉ ေတလႆႈ 
ဢွၼ်ၵၼ်ၶတ်းၸႂ်ႁဵၼ်းဢဝ်လိၵ်ႈလႆၢးပႆၢးေမႃ ႁႂ်ႈထုိင်ၸၼ်ႉသုင်ၼမ်ၼမ်ယူႇယဝ်ႉ။ 
ေတႃႉေတႉႁဵၼ်းေမႃဢိတ်းဢွတ်းေသ ၵုိတ်းေပႃးပႅတ်ႈၵၢၼ်ႁဵၼ်းၼႆႉ မူိၼ်ၵၼ်တင်း 
ႁဝ်းပိတ်းပႅတ်ႈယွတ်ႈ တူၼ်ႈၼုမ်ႇၼၼ်ႉယဝ်ႉ။  

ႁဝူ်ႁုပ်ႈမၼ်းေတႉ ေတလႆႈမီးေၶႃႈယူိင်းဢၢၼ်းဝႃႈ “ေပႃးလုၵ်ႈဢွၼ်ႇၼုမ်ႇႁႆၢးႁဝ်းၶဝ်မူိဝ်ႈၼႆႉ 
မွၵ်ႈႁဝူ်ပၢၵ်ႇၸဵတ်းသိပ်းၶုိၼ်ႈၼူိဝ် လႆႈႁဵၼ်းထုိင်ၸၼ်ႉသုင်ၵွၼ်ႇ ၸင်ႇေတလၢတ်ႈလႆႈဝႃႈ 
ႁႅင်းၵူၼ်းမူိင်းႁဝ်းၵတ်ႉၶႅၼ်ႇၵႅၼ်ႇၶႅင်မႃးယူႇ’’ ၼႆယဝ်ႉ။  

 

Education Aspects 
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History of Traditional Shan Food  

Yellow Tofu Oon and Shan Noodle 

Written and prepared by 

Sao Phong Keau and Nang Khin Khin Hlaing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Shan people belong to the Mongoloid stock of the Tai Ethnic group who are 

spread over South- western China, Hainan, Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, 

Myanmar and North-western India in Assam. 

The Shan in Myanmar now, live mostly on the Eastern Plateau, 1,000 to 4,000ft above 

sea level. They are known by varieties of names depending upon the colour, costumes 

and their environment, with similar cultural tradition of their own and a developed 

literature and religion, Buddhism. They are rich in knowledge on soil, forest, plants and 

agriculture around them to support good health in mind and body by using and 

preparing local and home-grown plants, fruits, roots, flowers and leaves since their 

Shan Traditional Food Recipes 

ထဝ်ူႇၽးူဢၼုႇ်လိူင ်

Yellow Tofu Oon 
ၶဝ်ႈသွးႆတႆး 

Shan Noodle 
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forefathers’ time. Taste and ways of preparing food may vary in different ethnic group 

from region to region, but similar flavourings and cooking technique are being used 

throughout the Shan State. 

Generations of Shan who left their own country to live or to study abroad, with the 

understanding of their culture and what food we ate, can cook their Shan food 

anywhere they go by using the ingredients available in many of the supermarkets in 

the world. They can also use the modern kitchen apparatuses instead of using mortar 

and pestle and grinding stones! 

Two of the typical Shan foods are 1) Yellow Tofu Oon (vegetarian) and 2) Shan 

Noodles (noodles in chicken gravy and chicken broth). 

For the Vegetarian, yellow split peas are used to make a thick gravy, called yellow tofu. 

Yellow split peas are pulses and part of the legume family with a mild, slightly sweet 

flavour and soft granular texture, which have similar nutritional value as green peas. 

The thick gravy of hot tofu is added to the noodle and garnished with spices, herbs 

and pickled mustard leaves. 

For non-vegetarian, chicken gravy, chicken broth is used in preparing the noodle and 

garnished with spices, herbs and pickled mustard leaves. 
More information about Shan food and recipes can be found on our website – 

https://www.sca-uk.org.uk/shan-foods/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sca-uk.org.uk/shan-foods/
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https://youtu.be/xAK0aKtjaMQ?si=5BPugzDix63bwbLC 

 

ၽငဵး်ၵၢႂမ်းတႆး ႁ �ငႉ်ၽငွး်ဝၼး်ပီမႂ်ႇ 

https://youtu.be/xAK0aKtjaMQ?si=5BPugzDix63bwbLC
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ၶတ်းၸ်ႂႁႂ်ႈမ်ႂႇသုင် 
 

သဵင်ၵွင်သဵင်မွင်းတႆး ေမႃးလင်ၵူႈတၢင်းဢူိၺ်း ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆးထူပ်းၵၼ် မူၼ်ႈၶုိၼ်းသူိဝ်းေၵျႃႇ 
ပဵၼ်ၸႂ်ၵၼ်ႁဝ်းၸူိဝ်း ႁဵတ်းသင်ေၵႃႈႁႅင်းတူိဝ်း ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆး ၽွမ်ႉၽဵင်ႇၵၼ် ေတႃႇၸူဝ်ႈ 
သုတ်းပၢၼ် 

[မ်ႂႇသုင် မ်ႂႇသုင်ေသၵမ်း ပီႈၼွင်ႉတႆး ယူိင်းဢၢၼ်းၶုိၼ်ႈယႂ်ႇ ၶူိဝ်းတႆး ယႃႇႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈႁႆၢ 
မူိင်းတႆး ယႃႇႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈတႆၢ ၶတ်းၸႂ် သွၼ်ႄလႈလိၵ်ႈလႆၢး ႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈတႆး လႆႈၶုိတ်းပူၼ်ႉပူိၼ်ႈ] 

[ပီႈၼွင်ႉဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းတႆးၶဝ် မ်ႂႇသုင်ေသၵမ်းၶႃႈ ႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈမူိင်းတႆးလူင်ႁဝ်း မ်ႂႇသုင်ေသတႃႉ 
ေၼႃႈ ၶူိဝ်းတႆးႁဝ်းႁႂ်ႈတူိဝ်းသုင် ၵင်ႈပႅတ်ႈလွင်ႈတၢင်းဢႆၢ ပဵၼ်လွင်ႈဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းၶုိၼ်ႈယႂ်ႇ 
ထႅမ်ၸႆွႈႁဵတ်းၵႂႃႇ ပဵၼ်ၸႂ်ၵႅတ်ႇပႅတ်ႈလွင်ႈၶူိဝ်းတႆးႁဝ်းတူၵ်းတႅမ်ႇပူိၼ်ႈ ႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈတႆး 
လႆႈၶုိတ်းပူၼ်ႉပူိၼ်ႈ] 

 

ၸႂ်သုင်လူၺ်ႈၶူိဝ်းႁဝ်း ဝူၼ်ႉၸႂ်ၵၼ်ထုိင်ထုိင် ယႃႇႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈပုိၼ်းၵဝ်ႇႁဝ်းလႆႈတူၵ်းၽၢၼ် 
ႁၢမ်ဢဝ်ပုၼ်ႈၽွၼ်းဢူိၺ်း ေပႃးႁၼ်လႆႈသၵ်းသၵ်း ပဵၼ်ၵူၼ်းႁဝ်းလႆႈထုၵ်ႇသၢင်ႈ 
တႃႇဝၢၼ်ႈမူိင်းသုင် 

[...] [...]  

ထုိင်ၵႆွပႆၢဝႆၢးမႃး ႁဝ်းယႃႇပဵၼ်ၵူၼ်းယဵၼ်း သွၼ်ၶူိဝ်းႁဝ်းႁႂ်ႈေမႃႁၵ်ႉၸူိဝ်ႉၶူိဝ်းၵဝ်ႇ 

ပႆၢၸွမ်ပႆၢၽူၺ်းႁဝ်း တၵ်းထုၵ်ႇလႆႈပူၵ်းသဝ်း ဢမ်ႇၸူး ေပႃးႁဝ်းဢမ်ႇပဵၼ် ဢမ်ႇပႅတ်ႈလုိမ်းၸႂ် 

[...] [...] (ႁဵတ်းႁႂ်ႈတႆး လႆႈၶုိတ်းပူၼ်ႉပူိၼ်ႈ)  
 

https://youtu.be/QxBS9Z8nBQ4?si=scAzIrWt8AUVQ3sa 

 

 

 

ၽငဵး်ၵၢႂမ်းတႆး ႁ �ငႉ်ၽငွး်ဝၼး်ပီမႂ်ႇ 

https://youtu.be/QxBS9Z8nBQ4?si=scAzIrWt8AUVQ3sa
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